In this paper, we present a new greedy algorithm for surface reconstruction from unorganized point sets. Starting from a seed facet, a piecewise linear surface is grown by adding Delaunay triangles one by one. The most plausible triangles are added first and in such a way as to prevent the appearance of topological singularities. The output is thus guaranteed to be a piecewise linear orientable manifold, possibly with boundary. Experiments show that this method is very fast and achieves topologically correct reconstruction in most cases. Moreover, it can handle surfaces with complex topology, boundaries, and nonuniform sampling.
In several applications, the only available information on a surface is a set of points lying on it. Most computations on this surface then require that an approximation of the surface from the samples be found first: this is the problem of surface reconstruction. Several techniques have been applied to this problem. Among them are variational methods [16, 17] , tensor voting [14] , implicit surfaces [9, 13] , and Delaunay triangulations. For Delaunay-based algorithms, the output surface usually is the union of some triangles selected in the Delaunay triangulation of the input points. Such algorithms can be classified into two sets. On the one hand, volume-oriented algorithms output the boundary of some set of tetrahedra and are thus limited to closed surfaces [4, 6, 8, 12] . On the other hand, surface-oriented algorithms output a set of explicitly selected triangles. In most surface-oriented Delaunay-based algorithms, triangles are selected independently, that is, in parallel [1, 3, 5] . Such strategies are well suited for theoretical analysis. To our knowledge, all provably correct reconstruction algorithms fall into this class. However, performances can be enhanced by selecting triangles sequentially, that is, by using previously selected triangles to select a new one. Two examples of this greedy approach are the ball pivoting algorithm and Boyer and Petitjean's algorithm [7, 15] . In both algorithms, a triangulated surface is incrementally grown starting from a well-chosen seed triangle. Because it does not compute the whole Delaunay triangulation of the samples, the ball pivoting algorithm is extremely fast. Its main drawback is that the quality of the reconstruction crucially depends on one or more user-defined parameters corresponding to the density of the sampling. Finding good values for these parameters is a delicate task, especially when the sampling is nonuniform. Boyer and Petitjean's approach relies on what they called regular interpolants. Their algorithm can handle nonuniform sampling but fails when nearly cocircular points are encountered. Moreover, it does not provide any guarantee on the topology of the output surface. Our approach is inspired by these works, but we believe its efficiency relies on a new and simple idea: the most plausible triangles should be added first. Indeed, in an incremental reconstruction algorithm, an error at some stage can yield disastrous results, as in any greedy approach. It is thus very important to postpone difficult decisions. As we will see, using a confidence-based selection criterion together with a control on the topology of the reconstruction can make ambiguities vanish before they have to be treated. This paper is divided into five sections. In Sect. 2, we explain how the topology of our reconstruction is controlled. Then, in Sect. 3, we describe the criteria used to select triangles, and in Sect. 4 we give an overview of the algorithm for closed connected surfaces. Section 5 is devoted to the treatment of multiple components, boundaries, and sharp edges and Sect. 6 to an experimental study.
Topological constraints
At each step of the algorithm, we ensure that the current reconstructed surface S is an orientable manifold with boundary. This property is desirable in and of itself since one expects the correct reconstruction to be such a surface. Its main interest, though, is that enforcing it implies discarding some incorrect triangles. Before we provide the details, let us note that the orientability condition could be removed so that Moebius-band-like surfaces could be handled. Any triangle t considered by our algorithm has to share an edge e with the boundary of the current reconstruction ∂S. Let b be the vertex of t opposite to e. According to the relative position of t and ∂S, there are four different situations where t may be added to S (Fig. 1): -extension : when b / ∈ S -hole filling : if b ∈ ∂S and both neighbors of b in ∂S are endpoints of e. -ear filling : if b ∈ ∂S and only one neighbor of b in ∂S are endpoints of e -gluing : when b ∈ ∂S and no neighbor of b in S is an endpoint of e.
In these cases, we will say that t is a valid triangle for e. In any other situation, adding t to S would yield a topological singularity. t would then be called invalid. One can check that the set of valid triangles for an edge e can only decrease when S grows. Extension, hole filling, and ear filling do not induce any nonmanifold edge or vertex. In case of gluing, b will have four incident edges in ∂S after t has been added to S. In order to prevent the appearance of such singularities, one should add another facet, or twin facet, together with t. A twin facet for t is a facet t satisfying the two following requirements: first, t must have an endpoint of e as a vertex and an edge incident on b in ∂S as opposite edge. Second, adding t and t to S should not lead to a nonorientable surface, which has to be checked explicitly in this case.
Selection criteria
The process of selecting a new triangle to be included in the reconstruction consists of two steps: first choose a candidate triangle among valid triangles for each edge e ∈ ∂S, then pick one triangle among all candidate triangles. Different criteria are used for both steps.
Choice of a candidate triangle for a boundary edge
Valid triangles for an edge in ∂S are compared through what we call their radius.
Definition 1 The radius r t of a triangle t is the radius of the smallest sphere passing through the vertices of t and enclosing no sample point.
In other words, r t is the distance from any vertex of t to the Voronoi edge dual to t. This definition of the radius is the one we use for computations. For smooth curve reconstruction in 2D, the relevance of the corresponding criterion relies on medial axis approximation. Let us first note that if C is a sampled smooth curve, C has a well-defined correct reconstruction, namely, the union of edges connecting adjacent samples. Call these edges correct and the other incorrect. As shown in [10] , the union of Voronoi edges dual to incorrect edges converge to the medial axis of R 2 \ C as the sampling density goes to infinity. Around a sample point p, incorrect edges thus have a radius close to the distance from p to the medial axis of R 2 \ C (Fig. 2) . Correct edges have a radius close to the spacing between adjacent samples. If C is sufficiently well sampled, correct edges will thus have a smaller radius than incorrect ones. Hence choosing as candidate edge the one with the smallest radius would lead to a provably correct curve reconstruction algorithm. The situation is unfortunately more involved for surface reconstruction, as there is in general no way to define the good reconstruction if the surface is not known. Consider for example a sliver tetrahedron, that is, a tetrahedron whose four vertices lie close to a great circle of its circumscribing sphere (tetrahedron e 1 e 2 ab in Fig. 3 ). Suppose S is initialized to triangle fe 1 e 2 . Choosing triangles e 1 e 2 a and e 2 ab or triangles e 1 e 2 b and e 1 ab would lead to equally good reconstructions, both topologically and geometrically. The existence of slivers has another consequence for us. If S is initialized to triangle e 1 e 2 a, the triangle valid for e with the smallest radius might be e 1 e 2 b, which would obviously be a bad choice. To solve this problem, we discard valid triangles that make a dihedral angle with S smaller than a constant α sliver . We denote by β t the absolute value of the angle between the normal to a triangle t incident on an edge e ∈ ∂S and the normal to the triangle incident on e and included in S.
Definition 2 The candidate triangle c e of an edge e ∈ ∂S is defined by:
c e = argmin{r t |t is valid for e and β t < α sliver } If there is no valid triangle for e satisfying the angle requirement, we set c(e) = ∅. α sliver is set to 5π/6 in our implementation. Experiments show that the value of α sliver is not very critical. The candidate for an edge e can be easily computed by circulating around e in the Delaunay triangulation of the sample points. The seed triangle is chosen to be the Delaunay triangle with the smallest radius.
Selection of candidates
We now have to pick one triangle among all candidates corresponding to the edges of ∂S. The heuristic selection criterion defined above works well in practice but can of course fail when the sampling is too sparse. Because we use a greedy approach, the best we can do is to choose the most plausible candidate. How does one measure the plausibility of a candidate triangle t? A possible criterion is the dihedral angle β t between t and S. Indeed, if the sampling density is large with respect to the curvature of the underlying surface, the dihedrals should be small in a correct reconstruction. This heuristic statement can actually be proven rigorously in the slightly different context of ε-samples developed by Amenta and Bern [3] . Choosing the candidate with the smallest dihedral thus corresponds, in a certain sense, to choosing the triangle that maximizes a posteriori the quality of the sampling with respect to curvature. However, this measure is not very relevant when comparing two candidates with very small dihedrals, in particular when the samples are noisy. Thus we chose to rank candidate triangles t such that β t is smaller than a certain constant β according to their radius. The ranking of a candidate triangle can thus be defined by the following grade:
Definition 3 The plausibility grade p(t) of a candidate t is:
We experimentally chose β = π/6.
Overview of the algorithm
Our algorithm basically uses four data structures:
• the Delaunay triangulation of the sample points D, • the set of boundary edges each edge with pointers to adjacent edges (we will also call this set ∂S to avoid any confusion), • the priority queue Q of pairs candidates/boundary edge ordered by decreasing plausibility grade, • the set of selected triangles, also called S.
Stitching of a triangle
We first describe the function implementing the stitching of a triangle to the reconstruction S, stitch(t, e). t is supposed to be a triangle of D incident on edge e ∈ ∂S. The two other edges of t will be referred to as e cw and e ccw . In case of extension, ear filling, or hole filling, t is added to S, ∂S and Q are updated, and the return value is true. In case of gluing, there are two possibilities. If there is among candidates a twin facet that is more plausible than t, then t is added to S, ∂S and Q are updated, and the return value is true. Otherwise, the return value is later. We will see in the next section that this is equivalent to ranking a gluing according to the less plausible of the two triangles involved in it. In all other cases, that is, when t is not valid for e, stitch(t, e) returns false. Note that during the update of Q, only candidate triangles for new boundary edges are computed. As a consequence, candidate triangles for other edges might become invalid upon execution of stitch due to the change in the reconstruction S. Because we consider candidates in decreasing order of plausibility, bad candidates are more likely to be treated later than good ones. Therefore, the worse a candidate, the more likely its invalidation by the growth of S. When considered for stitching, such a candidate will be recomputed, with a better chance to be correct as there will be less valid triangles for the corresponding boundary edge. A two-dimensional example is shown in Fig. 4 . The initial candidate (dashed) for p is incorrect and has a poor plausibility grade (1). Thus, well-sampled parts of the curve, where candidates are more plausible, are reconstructed before the initial candidate for p becomes invalid (2) . The new candidate for p (dotted) is correct (3).
Main algorithm
The following pseudocode describes our surface reconstruction algorithm in the case of connected surfaces without boundary. In other words, the surface reconstruction loop scans Q in decreasing order of plausibility until some triangles can be stitched to S. A gluing involving two triangles t and t can be performed only if any other stitching would involve a less plausible triangle than t and t . Let us now prove that the surface reconstruction loop terminates. Each time stitch returns true, a new triangle is added to S. As there is a finite number of triangles in D, this can happen only a finite number of times. When stitch returns false, a new candidate is computed. Because the set of valid candidates decreases for each edge, this case also occurs only a finite number of times. Thus if the algorithm enters an infinite loop, stitch would always return later after some point. But Q would then remain unchanged and the algorithm would stop when all candidates t ∈ Q such that p(t) > −∞ would have been considered.
5 Dealing with multiple components, boundaries, and sharp edges
Multiple components
By construction, the output of the algorithm presented in the previous section is a connected orientable manifold with or without boundary. To cope with multiple components, we merely look for a new seed facet among facets of D that are disjoint from S. If such a facet can be found, we insert it in S, insert its three edges in ∂S, and start the main algorithm again. In practice, it may happen that new components consist only of a small number of noisy samples or outliers. We thus filter out components of S having a number of vertices below a small threshold.
Boundaries
It is impossible to handle all kinds of boundaries and nonuniform sampling at the same time. Consider for instance a dense sampling E of a plane P in space such that the boundary of some open disk Dk ⊂ P is well sampled and remove all samples contained in Dk. The void created can be viewed as a nonuniformity of the sampling as well as the witness of the existence of a boundary. Indeed, if uniformity is not taken into account, both P and P \ Dk are well sampled by E \ Dk. Consequently, as we do not wish to rely on any uniformity condition on the sampling, we have to give up detecting such boundaries. Our algorithm will thus fill holes cut off from "flat" regions of the surface. However, in many cases a boundary component cannot be closed by adding a spanning disk such that the resulting surface is well sampled. Typically, closing a boundary component due to a transversal clipping of the surface, for instance, would yield large dihedrals at boundary edges. Moreover, if the boundary is sufficiently well sampled, the radii of the two triangles incident on a boundary edge would be very different. These heuristic facts are the ones we used for boundary detection:
Heuristic 1 We discard any candidate triangle t for an edge e such that: -p(t) < 0 -r(t) > Kr(t ) where t is the triangle of S incident on e and K is a parameter.
K is in some sense the minimal sampling quality for a boundary to be detected. Typical values for K range from 5 to 100. If the surface is known to be closed, then we set K = ∞. Note that this heuristic implies that where the sampling is too sparse with respect to curvature, it should be sufficiently uniform for our algorithm to work. Indeed, in sparsely sampled areas, triangles of S will have candidates with negative plausibility grade. If in addition the sampling is nonuniform, the radius of a triangle might be much smaller than that of its candidate, so this candidate might be discarded by heuristic 1, resulting in an unwanted boundary.
Sharp edges
Most real-world objects have sharp features, especially manufactured objects considered in industrial applications. Up to now, if the case of sufficiently well sampled smooth surfaces is theoretically well studied, few papers tackle the problem of nonsmoothness. An algorithm able to detect such features exists [11] , but a satisfying reconstruction algorithm in this case has yet to be found. Practically, the output of our algorithm might still have small holes in the vicinity of rough angles. To remove them, we use the following trick as a postprocessing step: first, points left out by the algorithm are removed from the Delaunay triangulation D and the main algorithm is run one more time. If some holes remain, points on their boundaries are removed incrementally from D and the main algorithm is run again. We stop removing points from a boundary when its size becomes zero or starts increasing. After these removals, the set of vertices of D can be viewed as a sampling of a smooth surface obtained by blunting sharp edges in the vicinity of holes. This sampling, though coarse, is in many cases sufficient for the algorithm to fill the holes. As is, this multipass, sharp-edge postprocessing step is quite costly because the surface is grown from scratch at each pass. One way to alleviate this problem is be to grow the surface starting from the union of triangles of S -at the preceding pass -that are not incident to any removed point.
Experimental results
Results displayed in Table 1 were obtained on a PC with an INTEL PENTIUM I686 1-GHz processor and 1 GB RAM. We implemented this algorithm Large models: Surprisingly, holes remain in the reconstruction of these very large models, although they look well sampled. We suspect that is due to the existence of very thin details that could not be sampled correctly a Happy; b Dragon; c Blade
Fig. 8. Engine and Hypersheet:
The first model is an easy case of surface with boundary because it is easy to define a volume whose boundary contains it. The second one is more difficult as there is no obvious such volume for symmetry reasons using the CGAL library. For closed surfaces, the number of boundary edges indicates the topological quality of the reconstruction. Note that in this case, no user-defined parameter is needed. For surfaces with boundaries, the parameter K has to be tuned by the user. Concerning sharp edges, the visual quality of the output may be unpleasant because of a "sawtooth" effect, even when the reconstruction appears to be topologically correct (Fig. 9) . Applying some flips to the output reconstruction should improve visual quality at low cost. One could for instance use the method advocated in [2] . When the post processing step is not needed, the total running time of the algorithm seems in practice to be This shape is hard to grasp, even with a 3D viewer, and its sampling is nonuniform. Our reconstruction is perfect apart from some problems on the bounding box. A closer look shows that these are due to errors in the sampling 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a surface reconstruction algorithm based on a region growing approach, following [7, 15] . The main underlying idea is to grow a manifold with boundary as cautiously as possible.
Results indicate that this algorithm should be competitive with respect to other surface reconstruction methods. The strength of our approach is that it does not produce nonmanifold edges and can handle nonuniform sampling. However, we were not able to prove the topological correctness of our output under reasonable assumptions on the sampling. Understanding the behavior of this algorithm seems to involve the study of a question of independent interest: how large can the diameter be of a sliver cluster in the Delaunay triangulation of a good sampling of a surface? 
